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Every year, our HR department of Island Holdings put
on its yearly fitness jam in conclusion to our summer
bootcamp to promote health and wellness. It was the
second time we had it VIRTUALLY and as usual, our HR
Team did a great job! We had its live debut on YouTube,
with Tony Silva from Da Braddahs as our emcee and
commentator again with all the laughs, it was so fun to
watch! Atlas had three teams that had performed their parts being
taped doing sit-ups, push-ups, long jump, hula hoop, jumping rope,
and planks! And although we didn’t win overall, we had some amazing
individuals that won individually below, and some for the second year
in a row! We should also point out they were all WOMEN! Congrats to
all who participated and hope you had fun!
Carol Davis (Defending Champion)
Jump Rope Competition
154 jumps

3-4
7

Sandy Ferreira (Defending Champion)
Planks Competition
11 min, 17 seconds

Submit your articles, pictures
or suggestions to:
kribilla@atlasinsurance.com

CORE VALUES
Pono
Lokahi
Alaka‘I
Ho‘okele
Kakou
Imi‘ike

Izumi Kinney (Defending Champion)
Push-Ups Competition
87 Push-Ups

Christen Tominaga
(Soon to be Defending Champion)
Sit-Ups Competition
42 Sit-Ups
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Atlas Extended Ohana!
Congratulations to Chase Kurosaki! Chase’s son
Camden James Kurosaki arrived on 9/7/21! His stats:
6 lbs, 4 oz, 20.25”, with lots of “Chase” hair on his
head!
Congratulations to the Kurosaki’s!!

Congratulations, Kevin!
Please congratulate Kevin Hakoda who has been promoted
from an Account Manager I to Account Manager II in our
Benefit Consulting unit! Kevin has been with us since June of
2019 and we are fortunate to have him in our Atlas Ohana.
Join us in congratulating Kevin in his new role!
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By: Chris Wong
Office Ergonomics

Whether you’re in your office at 201 Merchant Street or in your “office” at your living
room dining table, it is important to ensure that your workstation is ergonomically
sound. What does ergonomics mean? Ergonomics is the study of the efficiency of our
working environment and, for most of us that spend a majority of our workday on a
chair and working on a computer, we should be looking to achieve optimal office
ergonomics to avoid possible injury and increase productivity. Office ergonomics
focuses on how things are set up in your workspace such as how you sit, how you
move and perform certain tasks, and your surrounding environment, among others.
There are a variety of simple ways you can improve your ergonomics but first, let’s go
over the risk.
Although office environments aren’t considered by many to be a high-risk
injury setting, that does not mean there is no possibility for injury to occur. In fact,
many common injuries of office workers are attributed to strains that are a result of
being static for longs period of time, making repetitive motions, and less-than-ideal
position of body mechanics. These factors can cause pain to your back, hand and
wrists, and your neck and shoulders. Although you may not feel the pain
immediately, these are usually lingering issues in the long run.
What can we do to prevent injuries associated with poor office ergonomics? Here are
some things you can consider:
•
•
•
•
•

Keep all of the work in front of you. Avoid twisting, bending and reaching to other
areas of your desk excessively and turn with your whole body.
Sit tall in your chair and avoid slouching.
Try not to put too much stress on one area of your body, such as your lower back.
Take short breaks every 30 minutes to stand up, stretch, or walk around.
Incorporate the 20-20-20 rule to refocus your eyes. Every 20 minutes of looking at
your computer screen, take 20 seconds to look at something 20 feet away.
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Continued
Ideal Office Ergonomics

Chair
Choose a chair that supports your lower back. There are also lower lumbar supports
available that you can purchase. Adjust the height of the chair so that your feet rest
flat on the floor or on a footrest. Adjust the armrests so that your arms bend at
around 90 degrees when you are on your keyboard and mouse.
Monitor
Your computer monitor should be about arm’s length away from your head. The top
third of the monitor’s screen should be at eye level so that minimal effort will be
used to look at the bottom portion of the screen. If your monitor screen cannot be
adjusted, phone books or other materials can be used to raise its height.
Keyboard and Mouse
Keep your keyboard and mouse within easily reachable distances. Be sure that your
wrists are straight and avoid excessive bending when typing on your keyboard. When
using your mouse, keep your wrist straight as well while using your whole arm to
move the mouse instead of just your wrists. Padding for keyboards and mouse will
help with wrist comfort.
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Atlas Gives Back!

The Atlas Insurance Agency Foundation continuously gives back throughout the
year with corporate sponsorships or straight donations to
organizations/ non-profits. Please don’t forget that Island Holdings will match
your personal donation to a 501C3 $1.00 for $1.00, up to $500 per employee.
Contact Dana Tokioka at dtokioka@atlasinsurance.com for more details.
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